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Two-phonon g-vibrational strength in osmium nuclei
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CollectiveE2 strengths were measured to probe the two-phonong-vibrational character ofI K
p544

1 states for
188,190Os. Lifetimes for states with spin up to 81 of the ground-state band, 61 of theg band, and the 41 state
of the Kp541 band were measured by the recoil-distance method following Coulomb excitation by a58Ni
projectile atElab5275 MeV. These lifetime data are compared with the electromagnetic matrix elements
measured by previous Coulomb excitation experiments. The good agreement between these independent mea-
surements supports the conclusion, made by the Coulomb excitation work, that the electromagnetic properties
of these osmium nuclei are consistent with the description ofg-soft collective models. In addition, it supports
the evidence that the two-phonong-vibration configuration is the dominant component for the lowest-lying
I K

p544
1 states in osmium nuclei.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevC.64.014307 PACS number~s!: 21.10.Re, 21.10.Tg, 27.70.1q
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Experimental evidence for the existence of two-phon
g-vibrational states (I p541 andK54) in osmium isotopes
was suggested long ago by Yateset al. @1# as well as by
Casten and Cizewski@2#. Their evidence includes the fac
that the measured level energies lie at about twice that of
one-phonon state, and that the decay branching ratios sug
forbiddenness for the decay from the two-phonon state to
zero-phonon state. However, these are necessary, but no
ficient, conditions. For example, weak transitions to t
ground-state band are expected due to theK forbiddenness
regardless of the detailed structure of theI K

p544
1 state. The

strongest evidence supporting the existence of a two-pho
assignment is provided by Coulomb excitation work@3# ,
which measured enhancement of theB(E2) values for decay
of the I K

p544
1 states to the oneg-phonon band states rangin

up to 47 Weisskopf units, while theB(E2) values to the
ground band are 200 to 1000 times weaker. In addition,
ratios of the intrinsicE2 matrix elements between the two
phonon excitation and the one-phonon excitation appro
the harmonic vibrator limit@4#. The intrinsic matrix elements
were derived from the measured electromagnetic matrix
ments@3# after correcting for the coupling between the ro
tional and intrinsic motions@5#.

The measuredE2 properties appear to conflict with othe
data. SignificantE4 strengths coupling the ground state
the first I K

p544
1 states in 188,190,192Os, measured by the

(a,a8) reaction@6,7# and (p,p8) reaction@8#, suggests the
importance of the hexadecapole degree of freedom in th
states. Also, significant two-quasiparticle components in
I K

p544
1 states of190,192Os were suggested by studies of t

(t,a) reaction @9#. Admixtures of nearly 50% of the
5/21@402#13/21@402# two-quasiproton configurations wer
implied for theI K

p544
1 states in190,192Os@10#, which may be
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consistent with the finding of the hexadecapole compone
in those states. The apparent conflict, based on the no
that dominant single-particle configurations should be abs
in collective states, between the results of the Coulomb
citation work and the light-ion induced experiments certain
justifies further experimental and theoretical study. In t
paper, we report on an experimental study of the electrom
netic properties of the firstI K

p544
1 states in188,190Os using

the recoil distance method~RDM! @11–13#.
The RDM lifetime measurements were carried out us

the New Yale Plunger Device~NYPD! @14# at the Wright
Nuclear Structure Laboratory of Yale University. The o
mium nuclei were Coulomb excited using a58Ni beam at
Elab5275 MeV provided by the Yale ESTU tandem acce
erator. The targets were'360 mg/cm2 thick isotopically en-
riched osmium isotopes sputtered onto nickel backing fo
having a thickness'500 mg/cm2. The deexcitationg rays
were detected by the SPEEDY array@15# consisting of seven
segmented clover Ge detectors, plus one'70% Ge detector,
all in coincidence with the backscattered particles detec
by an array of solar cells covering an angular range fr
153° to 171°. The detection efficiency of the Ge and clov
detectors was measured using133Ba and 152Eu radioactive
sources.

For both the188Os and 190Os experiments, the forward
recoiling osmium nuclei had an initial velocityv/c
50.043(1) after leaving the nickel backing and subseque
were slowed down tov/c50.027(1) by a'2.8 mg/cm2

thick nickel velocity-shifter foil. This velocity shift allows a
sufficient separation of the Doppler shiftedg-ray energies of
the fast and slow components, that is, those decaying prio
and those decaying after passing through the velocity-s
foil, for any giveng-ray transitions of osmium nuclei. Th
initial recoil velocity was determined from the compariso
between the shifted and zero-shiftedg-ray energies. The lat-
ter was measured separately using a'11.3 mg/cm2 thick
©2001 The American Physical Society07-1
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C. Y. WU et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW C 64 014307
nickel foil in place of the velocity-shift foil to fully stop the
recoiling osmium nuclei. The recoil distance measureme
were made at six distances, varying from 10 to 311mm,
between the target and the velocity-shifter foil. In additio
measurements also were made at three large distance
tween 2000 and 8000mm. The distance was adjusted b
moving the target foil through the contraction and expans
of a series of piezoelectrical crystals controlled by a Burle
6000ULN unit. During the measurement, the distance w
kept constant to better than 3% by a feedback system
continuously monitor the capacitance of the target-foil pa
lel system against the preset value@14#. The distance calibra
tion was made by measuring the capacitance of the tar
foil parallel system against a micrometer reading. T
capacitance is inversely proportional to its separation at
tances sufficiently small relative to the dimensions of the
surface.

The partial level schemes for188,190Os pertaining to this
work are shown in Fig. 1. States with spin up to 101 of the
ground-state band, 61 of the K52, g-vibrational band, and
41 of the K54, suggested two-phonong-vibrational band
were populated by Coulomb excitation for both osmium is
topes. The data from the 0° clover detector were used
determine the lifetimes using the method described in
following paragraph. Examples of theg-ray spectra for three

FIG. 1. Partial level schemes and theg-ray transitions observed
in this work for 188,190Os. Level energies are in keV.
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FIG. 2. Theg-ray spectra of188Os from the clover detector a
0°, the beam direction. The fast and slow components for e
g-ray transition are indicated by the thick lines and their relat
intensities variations from one distance to another are visible.

FIG. 3. The same as in Fig. 2 but for190Os.
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TWO-PHONONg-VIBRATIONAL STRENGTH IN OSMIUM NUCLEI PHYSICAL REVIEW C 64 014307
FIG. 4. The ratio of the slow component t
the total, slow1fast, as a function of distance be
tween the target and the velocity-shift foil fo
188Os. These data have been corrected for
feeding and other effects mentioned in the te
The best fit to the data are shown as the so
lines with the extracted lifetimes listed in Table
e
l,
o

r-

unt
ni-
he

po-
different distances are shown in Figs. 2 and 3 for188,190Os,
respectively.

In the recoil distance method, the lifetime is determin
from the intensity ratioR of the slow component to the tota
that is, the slow component plus the fast component. T
first-order approximation,R is related to the mean lifetimet
by R5exp(2d/vt), whered is the distance between the ta
01430
d

a

get and the velocity-shifter foil andv is the initial recoil
velocity. A modified version@16,17# of the codeORACLE

@18# was used to extract the lifetimes. It takes into acco
the feeding to the level of interest, which is calculated i
tially using the electromagnetic matrix elements from t
Coulomb excitation experiments@3#, the different solid
angles, the detection efficiency of the slow and fast com
m
rk
TABLE I. Comparison of the mean lifetimes and theB(E2) values of excited states determined fro
both the Coulomb excitation work cited in Ref.@3# ~Coulex! and the direct lifetime measurement of this wo
for 188Os.

State Transition Eg texp (ps) B(E2)(e2 b2)
~keV!

Coulex this work Coulex this work

21
1 21

1→ 01
1 155.0 1001~13! 930~140! 0.502~6! 0.540~81!

41
1 41

1→ 21
1 322.9 28.0~5! 25.5~14! 0.776~15! 0.852~47!

61
1 61

1→ 41
1 462.3 4.48~11! 4.25~24! 0.843~20! 0.888~50!

81
1 81

1→ 61
1 574.5 1.39~8! 1.27~8! 0.927~51! 1.01~6!

22
1 (K52) 9.47~22! 13.6~15! a

22
1→ 01

1 633.0 0.0467~17! 0.0325~36!

22
1→ 21

1 478.0 0.150~4! 0.104~11!

42
1 (K52) 9.16~32! 8.68~76! b

42
1→ 21

1 810.0 0.0089~5! 0.0094~10!

42
1→ 41

1 487.1 0.134~7! 0.140~14!

42
1→ 22

1 332.0 0.352~28! 0.371~44!

43
1 (K54) 4.77~53! 5.6~12! c

43
1→ 21

1 1124.0 0.0017~6! 0.0014~6!

43
1→ 22

1 646.0 0.0765~74! 0.065~15!

43
1→ 31

1 489.0 0.152~44! 0.129~47!

43
1→ 42

1 314.0 0.299~26! 0.255~59!

aFrom the 22
1→01

1 transition.
bFrom the 42

1→21
1 transition.

cFrom the 43
1→22

1 transition.
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FIG. 5. The same as in Fig. 4 but for190Os
and the extracted lifetimes are listed in Table I
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nents for a giveng-ray transition, and the deorientation e
fect. Iterations were followed until convergence w
achieved by changing the feeding according to the se
electromagnetic matrix elements derived from the extrac
lifetimes. The treatment of the deorientation effect, and
01430
of
d
s

influence on the extracted lifetime in the modified code,
discussed in Refs.@17,19#. Other major changes in the mod
fied code are~1! the Bateman equations for handling th
single cascade feeding are replaced by a numerical me
that tracks the populations of excited states as a functio
TABLE II. The same as Table I but for190Os.

State Transition Eg texp (ps) B(E2)(e2 b2)
~keV!

Coulex this work Coulex this work

21
1 21

1→ 01
1 186.7 542~14! 540~36! 0.468~12! 0.470~31!

41
1 41

1→ 21
1 361.1 20.4~14! 18.4~10! 0.623~42! 0.691~38!

61
1 61

1→ 41
1 502.5 3.69~16! 3.40~20! 0.679~29! 0.737~43!

81
1 81

1→ 61
1 616.3 1.12~6! 1.02~14! 0.814~44! 0.89~12!

22
1 (K52) 21.2~8! 22.0~20! a

22
1→ 01

1 557.9 0.0394~15! 0.0380~38!
22

1→ 21
1 371.2 0.227~16! 0.219~25!

42
1 (K52) 9.88~32! 11.1~9! b

42
1→ 21

1 768.6 0.00458~32! 0.00408~43!
42

1→ 41
1 407.5 0.229~14! 0.204~21!

42
1→ 22

1 397.4 0.389~17! 0.346~32!
62

1 (K52) 3.12~37! 4.01~36! c

62
1→ 41

1 926.3 0.0029~22! 0.0023~18!
62

1→ 61
1 423.8 0.238~54! 0.185~45!

62
1→ 42

1 518.8 0.520~64! 0.405~61!
43

1 (K54) 9.0~12! 12.4~23! d

43
1→ 21

1 976.4 0.00030~8! 0.00020~7!
43

1→ 22
1 605.2 0.0659~86! 0.048~11!

43
1→ 31

1 407.1 0.267~86! 0.194~72!
43

1→ 42
1 207.8 0.281~39! 0.204~47!

aFrom the 22
1→01

1 transition.t522.2(45) ps from the 22
1→21

1 transition.
bFrom the 42

1→22
1 transition.t513.6(24) ps from the 42

1→21
1 transition.

cFrom the 62
1→42

1 transition.
dFrom the 43

1→22
1 transition.
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TWO-PHONONg-VIBRATIONAL STRENGTH IN OSMIUM NUCLEI PHYSICAL REVIEW C 64 014307
time from time zero for every 1/100 ps step and~2! multiple
decay paths allow handling of more than one decay bra
for the excited states.

The 188Os data, corrected for the feeding and the effe
mentioned above, are shown in Fig. 4 as a function of tar
shifter separation distanced together with the best fit indi-
cated by the straight lines. The extracted lifetimes, and
comparison with those inferred from the electromagnetic m
trix elements measured by the Coulomb excitation exp
ments, are listed in Table I. The internal conversion coe
cients, used to derive the lifetimes from the matrix eleme
were determined with the tables listed in Ref.@20#. The in-
dividual matrix elements, derived from the measured li
times and the known branching ratios, also are listed in Ta
I. The same are shown for190Os in Fig. 5 and listed in Table
II. Except for the 21 and 41 states of theg band in 190Os,
where the lifetimes were determined from two dec
branches, the lifetimes for other members of theK52 and 4
bands were determined by only one decay branch bec
the other branches were either too weak or were conta
nated by other transitions. For the same reasons it was
possible to determine the lifetime for the 61 state of theg
band in 188Os for the present experiment. The accuracy
the extracted lifetimes typically is better than 10%, which
consistent with the quality of earlier work with the Roches
plunger@17,19#. These extracted lifetimes are in good agre
ment with those independently determined by the differen
decay-curve method@21,22# on the same set of data for a
three Ge detector angles@23#.

Measurements of Coulomb excitation yields, induced
heavy-ion beam, are a powerful probe of electromagn
matrix elements for low-lying collective bands in nuclei. Th
analysis of such data involves a global least squares fit of
relative signs and magnitudes of many electromagnetic
trix elements to a large data set using the Coulomb excita
search codeGOSIA @24#. Direct lifetime measurements, usin
the recoil distance method, for many states in110Pd @19#,
148Nd @25#, 165Ho @26#, 166Er @27#, 168Er @28#, and 182,184W
@29# have been found to be in good agreement with lifetim
derived from the electromagnetic matrix elements extrac
from the analysis of Coulomb excitation yield data. This fa
provides convincing support for the reliability and accura
of the Coulomb excitation yield analysis technique. Sim
larly, the agreement between the Coulomb excitation yi
and recoil distance lifetime measurements for the pres
work, shown in Tables I and II, is generally within 10–20
for 14 states, supporting the conclusions on the collec
characters of the investigated states made in Ref.@3#. Note
that pureE2 transitions were assumed for the decay of
I K

p544
1 state while theE2/M1 mixing ratios for the decay o

the g band members were measured@3#. The present recoi
distance lifetime measurements for theI K

p544
1 states of in-

terest are about 20% longer than implied by the earlier C
lomb excitation study for both nuclei. There is a significa
disagreement for the second 21 state in 188Os, where the
directly measured lifetime is'44% longer than that derive
from all the early Coulomb excitation work@30,31,3#. It is
still unclear what is the reason for this discrepancy.

The osmium nuclei are located in a prolate to oblate sh
01430
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transition region reflecting the importance of theg degree of
freedom. This provides an opportunity to address issues
lated to this collective degree of freedom, such as theg
softness and the two-phonong vibration. The measuremen
of the electromagnetic matrix elements to theg band or the
one-phonong vibration, is generally a measure of the cent
value of theg degree of freedom. To measure theg softness,
that is variance, one has to measure the electromagnetic
trix elements at least to the two-phonon excitation@32–34#.
The identification of theI K

p544
1 state as the two-phonong

vibration is strongly supported by the enhancedB(E2) val-
ues, which range up to 47 Weisskopf units~1 W.u.50.0064
e2 b2), measured by Coulomb excitation for the transition
the 41 of theg band in 188Os, the inhibitedB(E2) values to
the ground band which are 200 to 1000 times weaker,
positive static moment of theI K

p544
1 state@3#, and the al-

most harmonic excitation energies@1,2#. Comparisons of
theseE2 matrix elements directly to collective model pr
dictions, or variances determined by using the rotation
invariant technique@32,33#, both imply the importance of the
g-soft degree of freedom.

To ascertain the purity of the two-phonong-vibration
configuration in theI K

p544
1 state, one has to study the ele

tromagnetic properties in the intrinsic frame because the
terpretation of the interband matrix elements invokes
strong coupling between the rotational and intrinsic motio
The intrinsic matrix elements for the phonon strengths can
derived after removing the effects of that coupling@4#. Ra-
tios of the intrinsic quadrupole matrix element of the tw

FIG. 6. Ratios of the intrinsic quadrupole matrix element of t
two-phonon excitation to the one-phonon excitation plotted vs
ratios of their excitation energies. The intrinsic quadrupole ma
elements were derived from the measured interband electrom
netic matrix elements after correcting the coupling between the
tational and intrinsic motions. The open circles are the results fr
the Coulomb excitation measurement and the filled ones are
results from the lifetime measurement. The dashed line is the
monic vibration limit for the two-phonon relative to the one-phon
strength. The double-sided arrow marked for192Os shows the range
of values determined by a three-band mixing calculation~ground
stateg andK54 bands!.
7-5
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phonon excitation to the one-phonon excitation vs ratios
their excitation energies, deduced from both the lifetime a
Coulomb excitation yield analyses, are shown in Fig. 6
the osmium isotopes. Within the experimental uncertaint
all ratios of the intrinsicE2 matrix elements are consiste
with a two-g-phonon interpretation for the lowest-lyingI K

p

544
1 states in186,188,190,192Os. Upper limits for the deviation

from the harmonic two-phonong-vibration strength, from
both sets of results, imply that admixtures of compone
other than two-phonong-vibration component must be n
more than'25% in the wave functions of theI K

p544
1 states

in these osmium nuclei. This is only half of the admixtu
implied by an analysis of (t,a) reaction strengths@10#, as-
suming that all of the admixture is attributed to th
5/21@402#13/21@402# two-quasiproton configuration. Th
present work confirms the strong enhancedB(E2) collectiv-
ity, the branching ratios, and the excitation energies, al
which are consistent with a large two-phonong-vibration
component in the structure of theI K

p544
1 states. We stres

that these results are not inconsistent with weak admixtu
of hexadecapole excitations, or the 5/21@402#13/21@402#
so

.
n-
re

tt

.

e
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D.

on
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two-quasiproton configuration, but seem to be incompati
with the strength inferred from the (t,a) reaction strengths
@10#.

In summary, lifetime measurements for the low-lying co
lective states in188,190Os have been performed using the r
coil distance method. The measured lifetimes confirm theE2
properties derived from prior heavy-ion induced Coulom
excitation experiments. Both the Coulomb excitation yie
and the recoil distance lifetime measurements unamb
ously determine highly enhancedE2 transition strengths be
tween theI K

p544
1 band heads and the oneg-phonon bands.

These results imply that the two-phonong-vibration compo-
nent must dominate the wave functions of theI K

p544
1 states

in osmium nuclei, which is somewhat in conflict with th
structure implied by light-ion transfer reactions.
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